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Make Your Language!

CS164: Introduction to Programming
Languages and Compilers, Fall 2014

Ras Bodik, UC Berkeley

Lecture 1:  Why Take CS164?

Your course staff

Ras Bodik Sarah Chasins Ali Sinan Koksal

Shaon Barman Leo Kam (r) Roger Shen (r)
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Key course information 

Piazza and Web page (http://tiny.cc/BerkeleyCS164)
keep track of those!

HWs and PAs due on Mondays 5pm
most office hours are Fri and Mon (total 6 hrs / week)

Two midterm exams and a final project
check out exam dates and project presentation dates

No textbook
slides, discussion notes, project handouts, simple papers

Discussion are on Wed
You can attend any and all of the three sections

Waiting list
CS staff will add you as others drop
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Changes wrt last time I taught cs164 (sp13)

Programming assignments (PA): 10 → 6 

Written homeworks: added, coupled with PAs

Implementation language: Python → JavaScript
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How is this PL/compiler class different?

Not intended for advanced compiler engineers

there are relatively few among our students 

... but for software developers

raise your hand if you plan to be one

But why does a developer need a PL class?

we’ll take a stab at this question today
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Today

What is a programming language

Why you will write a few in your life

Why you will learn many
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http://tiny.cc/BerkeleyCS164
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The life of a CS164 graduate
or why you will develop a language
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1. You work in a little web search company

First you add a calculator to the search engine

Then you remember cs164 and add unit conversion …

… allowing the humanity to settle silly bar bets such as: 
How long can a brain run on energy from half dozen beers? 
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2. Then you work in a browser startup

You observe JavaScript programmers and take pity.  Instead of

var nodes = document.getElementsByTagName('a');

for (var i = 0; i < nodes.length; i++) {

var a = nodes[i];

a.addEventListener('mouseover', function(event) { event.target.style.backgroundColor=‘orange'; }, false );

a.addEventListener('mouseout', function(event) { event.target.style.backgroundColor=‘white'; }, false );

}

you let them be concise, abstracting node iteration, and plumbing

jQuery('a').hover( function() { jQuery(this).css('background-color', 'orange'); }, 

function() { jQuery(this).css('background-color', 'white'); } );

jQuery was developed by John Resig, now at Mozilla
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3. Or you write visual scripting for musicians

Allowing non-programmers produce interactive music 
by “patching” visual metaphors of electronic blocks:

Max/MSP was created by Miller Puckette and is now developed by Cycling ’74.
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Guitair Zeros, a band enabled by Max/MSP
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4.  d3 for data visualization 
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…

d3.js was developed by Mike Bostock (now NY Times)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxzPCt7Pbds
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5. Spark: raise the Hadoop abstraction level

Write data processing applications quickly 

in Java, Scala or Python

Spark offers over 80 high-level operators

Spark programs mapped to parallel Hadoop programs
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More examples of how cs164 will help
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6. Valgrind, a tool for finding memory leaks

7. Roll your own make/ant in Python (Bill McCloskey)

8. Ruby on Rails (a language on top of Ruby)

9. Custom scripting languages (eg for testing)

10. Custom code generators (eg for new hardware)

Sample of cs164 final projects

NAtural LAnguage in the Shell

users express bash commands using natural language

Langauge for Autograder authoring

checks for correct sequence of calls to the OS

Algorithm visualization 

minimizing the changes to the algorithm

Syncing JS objects via the cloud

In the presence of asynchronous updates
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Lessons

The language you’ll write will likely be a DSL

a small, domain-specific language, tailored to a task

Two ways to implement:

External DSL: a dedicated language
parsed + compiled or interpreted

Internal DSL: a language created in a host language 
Implemented as a library, potentially using meta-programming 
features of the host languages, such as macros, overloading, …
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Commercial language development 
recent explosion of industrial languages
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Recent languages coming out of companies
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Apple: Swift

Facebook: Hack, React.js

Google: Go, Dart, Angular.js

Intel: Ct

Microsoft: C#

Mozilla: Rust

nVidia: CUDA

Wolfram: Wolfram Language
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Sample of motivation for these languages

Hack (Facebook): gradual typing, allows adding static 
type annotations to the program; …

Rust (Mozilla): C++ performance with strong static 
type safety (prevent security holes)

Go (Google):  desire for a successor to C, better than 
C++; types; concurrency
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Wolfram Language

20Fast forward to 6:00

Compiler-style vibrant industrial projects

• LLVM compiler at Apple

• V8 virtual machine at Google

• Multilingual VM at Oracle

• And many more at Mozilla, Intel, Microsoft, …
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Lessons

Languages and compilers enabled:

the Web  

Browser apps would be impoverished without the ability to 
run JS program and do so fast on virtual machines 

parallel hardware 

you could not program GPUs without CUDA
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a 5-minute intermission with a puzzle
solve with your neighbor
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Puzzle: Solve it.  It’s part of the lecture.

From The Lady or the tiger, R. Smulyan 

24
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Solution
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The program in Prolog

We’ll learn how this program solves the puzzle:

stamp(S) :- red(S) ; yellow(S) ; green(S).

red(1).

red(2).

yellow(3).

yellow(4).

green(5).

green(6).

green(7).

valid(A,B,C) :- stamp(A), stamp(B), stamp(C), A\=B, B\=C, A\=C.

a_observes(B,C) :- red(R),valid(R,B,C),

yellow(Y),valid(Y,B,C),

green(G),valid(G,B,C).

b_observes(A,C) :- red(R),    valid(A,R,C), a_observes(R,C),

yellow(Y), valid(A,Y,C), a_observes(Y,C),

green(G),  valid(A,G,C), a_observes(G,C).

solution(A,B,C) :- stamp(A),stamp(B),stamp(C), valid(A,B,C),

a_observes(B,C),

b_observes(A,C).

?- solution(A,B,C),green(C). 26

For now, the key idea

First, a function that checks if the 3 philosophers could wear given stamps:

valid(red,red,yellow)  → _____

valid(red,red,red)     → _____

Now the crucial part.  Check if A could have seen given colors:

a_observed(red,red)     → _____

a_observed(red,yellow)  → _____

The implementation:

a_observes(B,C) :- valid(red,B,C) and 
valid(yellow,B,C) and 
valid(green,B,C)
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Tug of war

• Imagine a game of tug of war, where each person 
may be strong or weak, and may be lazy or not on 
each match. If a person is lazy they only pull with 
half their strength. 

• The team that pulls hardest will win. 

• We assume that strength is a continuous property 
of an individual, and that on any match, each 
person has a 25% chance of being lazy. 

• Can you guess who is strong or weak, given the 
tournament results?
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Church program describing above game

(define strength (mem (lambda (person) (gaussian 0 1))))

(define lazy (lambda (person) (flip 0.25)))

(define (pulling person)

(if (lazy person) (/ (strength person) 2) (strength person)))

(define (total-pulling team)

(sum (map pulling team)))

(define (winner team1 team2) (if (< (total-pulling team1) (total-pulling team2)) team2 team1))

(list "Tournament results:"

(winner '(alice bob) '(sue tom))

(winner '(alice bob) '(sue tom))

(winner '(alice sue) '(bob tom))

(winner '(alice sue) '(bob tom))

(winner '(alice tom) '(bob sue))

(winner '(alice tom) '(bob sue)))
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We’ll learn about probabilistic programming

The above program is compiled into an inference 
procedure.  We’ll learn how it’s done. 

30
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programming language sophistication
may help answer interview questions

or just help you be more geeky
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Additional reasons to take cs164

Choose the right language

can reduce code size 10x

Language Sophistication expected of programmers

- understand Java generics 
(what are variant, co-variant types?) 

- understand pitfalls of coercion 
(see Gary Bernhardt’s WAT talk)

32
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Summary

Summary: Don’t be a boilerplate programmer.

Instead, build tools for users and other programmers

– libraries

– frameworks

– code generators

– small languages (such as configuration languages)

– and maybe also big languages

– we just saw 10 concrete examples

Summary

Take historical note of textile and steel industries:

do you want to design machines and tools 

or 

do you want to operate those machines?

be a designer 
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Take cs164. Become unoffshorable.

“We design them here, but the labor is cheaper in Hell.”

How is this PL/compiler  class different?

Not really a compiler class.  

It’s about: 
a) foundations of programming langauges

b) but also how to design your own languages 

c) how to implement them

d) and about PL tools, such as analyzers and bug finders

e) and also about some classical C.S. algorithms.
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https://www.destroyallsoftware.com/talks/wat
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course logistics
(see course info on the web for more)

Programming assignments

D3
Learn about a concrete DSL

Lambda interpreter
Lexical scoping

Data abstraction: 
OO, layout engine w / attribute grammars

Control abstraction
coroutines, bytecode compiler and interpreter,  laziness

Parsing and prolog
Small compilers

Reactivity
Asynchronous programming, events,
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Final project

Replaces the written final exam

show-and-tell with posters, demos and pizzas and t-shirts

You identify a problem solvable with a language

with our help

You design a small language

we give you feedback + you give each other feedback

You implement it 

in two weeks, to see small languages can be built rapidly

See course calendar for milestones
39

Back-to-basic Thursdays

No laptops in the classroom on Thursdays
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Conclusion
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Why a software engineer/developer needs PL

New languages will keep coming

– Understand them, choose the right one.

Write code that writes code

– Be the wizard, not the typist.

Develop your own language.

– Are you kidding?  No.

Learn about compilers and interpreters.

– Programmer’s main tools.
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Trends in programming languages

programming language and its interpreter/compiler: 

– programmer’s primary tools

– you must know them inside out

languages have been constantly evolving ...

– what are the forces driving the change?

... and will keep doing so

– to predict the future, let’s examine the history…

Summary.  Take home points. 

What is a language?

Why languages help write software.

Examples of small languages and their abstractions.
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Make a language for humans

A closing quote:

Millions for compilers, but hardly a penny for understanding human programming 

language use. Now, programming languages are obviously symmetrical, the 

computer on one side, the human on the other. In an appropriate science of 

computer languages, one would expect that half the effort would be on the 

computer side, understanding how to translate the languages into executable 

form, and half on the human side, understanding how to design languages that 

are easy or productive to use. Yet, we do not even have an enumeration of all the 

psychological functions programing languages serve for the user. Of course, there 

is lots of programming language design, but it comes from computer scientists. 

And though technical papers on languages contain main appeals to ease of use 

and learning, they patently contain almost no psychological evidence nor any 

appeal to psychological science.           

- A. Newell and S. Card
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